Merit Harbor Capital’s M&A 2.0®

Smarter Processes Lead to Better Results for Clients and Bankers

Merit Harbor Capital / M&A 2.0®

It’s no secret that the
financial markets and
M&A in particular are
undergoing dramatic
changes.
The number of baby boomers retiring per day is
approaching 1,000 – which means companies for
sale will soon begin to flood the market, creating
an over-supply of for-sale companies. How can
investment bankers and M&A advisors help their
clients succeed in these conditions?
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Enhance Value Before the Sale
Traditional M&A is about conducting a
financial transaction to capture value in
a sale event. Our approach recognizes
that creating transferable enterprise value
requires a strategic plan. It’s a process, not
an event. If your client’s event horizon is less
than 60 months, they should start planning
for exit now. We believe the value they
create and articulate in that time period
will become a critical differentiator when
they go to market. Merit Harbor’s Grow
Fast & Exit Profitably!® methodology can
be the difference between a great sale
and no sale. For bankers, Grow Fast & Exit
Profitably!® insures future deal flow of
sellable companies.

Companies Are Bought not Sold –
or Are They?
Merit Harbor’s M&A 2.0® shifts the popular
axiom “Companies are bought not sold” on
its ear. We use deep listening, mixed with
modern technology and global databases
to tell our clients’ stories in compelling
ways, highlighting various value drivers and
emphasizing human capital. We get to know
companies much more thoroughly than a
traditional M&A I-Bank. In fact, by the time a
company sells, our Deal Team may be more
familiar with its intricacies and value drivers
than the owner, of course through the lens
of what capital providers and acquirers
are looking for. M&A 2.0® takes battletested, real-life value creation and makes it
visible, so acquirers across the globe can
see the company’s strategic value, not just
a collection of past and future cash flows.
At Merit Harbor, Companies Are Sold not
Bought™.

It’s About the Broad Auction

broad auction, we help our clients
keep more of their hard-earned value.
M&A 2.0® broad or strategic auctions
help sellers identify the best overall deal
from a larger universe of buyers, often
allowing the seller to achieve a higher price
than they imagined as well as choose the
best overall partner from a cultural,
personal and business fit perspective.
No other process matches quantitative and
qualitative results more effectively than
M&A 2.0®. By widening the funnel with a
managed auction-style
process,
our
approach increases value and drives
deals higher due to increased interest
and competition. This process requires
professionals
skilled in
conducting
nontraditional methods of M&A, and a
strong commitment to using the latest
technology in a robust process.

Only 20% of middle market
companies achieve an M&A
event. MHC changes the odds.
Join MHC and Simply Close. More. Deals.
Today, the options that big data and global
reach afford us are 1000X what traditional
approaches yield. The bigger the funnel of
qualified acquirers, the better – and when
opportunity meets preparedness, $$$
happens! M&A 2.0® replaces the traditional
little black book by deploying advanced
data mining to find a larger pool of ideal
strategic buyers (and sellers of “not-forsale" companies). Our approach opens
up the spigot to more potential acquirers,
leaving clients with more choice to
capture value an secure and ideal fit.
Positive alternatives yield better results.

By offering a wide spectrum of nontraditional as well as traditional acquirers
and deal structures generated during a
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Get the Support You Need to Maximize Your Deal Flow & Distribution
Most independent bankers and small firms simply don’t have the capability to conduct a true
broad auction, not to mention dozens annually. We subscribe to a
philosophy: Deal Flow +
Distribution = Dollars. As a Merit Harbor Capital I-Banker, you get the in-house support you need to
scale up your deal making efforts and spend time where you are needed most – with clients,
potential clients and referral sources. Spend less time on paperwork and more time doing what you
love: Making deals.
If you are seeking to free yourself from the bureaucracy and diminishing earnings of the bulge bracket
and longing for a more entrepreneurial practice, consider working with Merit Harbor Capital, a
nationwide investment bank focused on the middle market. And if you are an independent or small
broker/dealer doing more compliance work than deals, Merit Harbor Capital offers the resources
to minimize the compliance burden, increase deal flow and scale your practice, land more deals, and
get them done.

Interested in joining the Merit Harbor team?
We want to hear from you.
Contact Us Today!

Read our Recruitment Brochure to Learn More

About Merit Harbor Capital
Merit Harbor Capital is a leading boutique investment bank focused on middle market companies between 10MM – 200MM in revenues.
Licensed in 50 states, Merit Harbor is a full service FINRA / SEC registered broker/dealer executing sell-side and buy-side M&A transactions,
traditional investment banking such as debt and equity capital raises, corporate finance, real estate development & project finance as well as
highly customized advisory services.
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Merit Harbor Branch Offices: Seattle / Tacoma | Las Vegas | Los Angeles | Princeton | Scottsdale | New York | San Francisco
Additional Registered Representative locations: Greenwich CT | New Bedford MA | Baton Rouge LA

Merit Harbor Capital
2515 So. Hood Street
Tacoma, WA 98402

www.meritharborcapital.com

Securities offered through Merit Harbor Capital, a broker/dealer, Member FINRA/SIPC

